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Abstract: This paper proposed enhancing the RSA algorithm through the use of additional third prime number in the composition
of the public and private key. This will increase the factoring complexity of the variable (n), where the process of its analysis with
the development of equipment and tools becomes much easier nowadays.


The existence of three prime numbers will give the ability to the enhanced encryption method to increase the difficulty of factoring
of the variable (n), as well as speed increasing in the process of encryption and decryption. To generate a variable (n) using
the original RSA algorithm, which contributes generating the public and private key that have a number of 300 digits by
using two primes number with 150 digits each. In this case the multiplication process will take longer than the time of
generating the same variable (n) by using three prime numbers where each number with 100 digits.
We have conducted experiments on a set of numbers randomly, as they proved that the Enhanced Method for RSA Cryptosystem
Algorithm is faster than the original algorithm in encryption and decryption process and generating public and private key. Also it
shows that the analysis of the variable (n) will take a long time in the Enhanced Method for RSA Cryptosystem Algorithm and
this indicates the increasing complexity in the analysis method.
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the variable N which is factoring the public key and it
seems as the best way to go about cracking RSA.

1. Introduction
It should be noted that the business on the Internet,
which require millions of exchanges, banking secrecy
has become close to the reach of many, and respond
market network security quickly for challenges of
security the Internet by adopting the techniques of
verification and encryption are available in this area to
apply to links the Internet, and through the development
of new products in the field of information security,
today's markets are in chaos, standards, techniques and
products [1].

Encryption algorithms rely on its strength in certain
matters. Each algorithm has properties of the mismatch
depends strongly on the encryption key, which depends
on the arrangement of, and denounced it tries to integrate
the key with the text of certain deviation.
The RSA algorithm based on the variable N which
consisting of multiplying each of the P and q, which are
relying on that of where to find the variable d, as the
variable d is, hence the higher value of n. The variable d
increases its size, the higher value of p and q the value of
d increases, which means that the algorithm depends
entirely on the adoption of the prime numbers because
they generate a key d, depending on p and q are already
primes numbers [5] .

The developed hardware and tangible tools are not
sufficient to protect the data from unauthenticated parties
and -more and more-most of encumbrance is under the
software systems and controlling responsibilities.
Therefore, the experts, researchers and developers have
to build and develop security systems, protect the
information and prevent the attackers from playing with
the very important source (information). For this reason,
the term "Encryption" was brought out, and it is the main
factor that should be available in protection system and
take for a real process to manipulate and generate the
security system.

The weaknesses of RSA algorithm when we use two
prime’s number are the following points which are used
to break the algorithm in most cases. These weaknesses
are:
(a) Small encryption exponent, if you use a small
exponent like e=3 and send the same message to
different recipients.

2. Rivest, Shamir, and Adelman (RSA)
Algorithm

(b) Using the same key for encryption and signing.
(c) Acting as an oracle: there are techniques to recover
the plaintext if a user just blindly returns the RSA
transformation of the input. So don't do that.

RSA is a form of public key encryption. In the RSA
public-key cryptosystem, a participant creates his/her
public and secret keys with the following procedure [2].
At the moment RSA seems to be extremely secure. It has
survived over 20 years of scrutiny and is in widespread
use throughout the world. The attack that is most often
considered for RSA is the factoring of the public key. If
this can be achieved, all messages written with the
public key can be decrypted.

3. The New Approach RSA cryptosystem
The idea of the new approach is, instead of using two
primes numbers to generate a public key and private key,
we use three primes numbers with reduced size,
generates the variable N Large and the process of
analysis of the factors is more difficult than the original
algorithm, as well as, increases the ease of generating
Public key and private key. The key strength of the RSA
depends on the two prime numbers p and q. The process
of factorizing of n will lead to gain the values of p and q.
It is much easier to find two numbers from factoring n
than finding the value of three numbers from n. In this

The point is that with very large numbers, factoring
takes an unreasonable amount of time. It has not been
proven that breaking the RSA algorithm is equivalent to
factoring large numbers (there may be another, easier
method), but neither has it been proven that factoring is
not equivalent. There are different type’s attacks on the
RSA such as: Searching the Message Space, Guessing
private key (d), Cycle Attack, Common Modulus [4],
Faulty Encryption, Low Exponent, and finally Factoring
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(Prove that the two algorithms (6) and (7) can be used
inversely to obtain the message m, or "Does RSA
Encryption actually work?")

case it is very difficult for the intruder to find the three
values from factoring n.

3.1. Key Generation

Proof. By substituting equations (4) and (5) into (6) and
(7) respectively, we can say that [7].

(a) Choose three distinct prime numbers p, q and s.

RSAPrivate (RSAPublic(m)) = (me mod n)d mod n=
mde mod n.

(b) Find n such that n = p*q*s.n will be used as the
modulus for both the public and private keys.
(c) Find the Phi of n,  (n) = (p-1)(q-1)(s-1).

We can also say that RSAPublic (RSAPrivate(m)) =
(md mod n)e mod n= mde mod n.

(d) Choose an e such that 1 < e <  (n), and such that e
and  (n) share no Divisors other than 1 (e and  (n) are
relatively prime). e is kept as the public key exponent.

Therefore, equations (6) and (7) are equivalent, or
RSAPrivate
(RSAPublic(m))
=
RSAPublic
(RSAPrivate(m)).
If we can prove: m = mde mod n, then the proof will be
complete [7]. It is given that:

(e) Determine d (using modular arithmetic) which
satisfies the congruence relation .d*e  1 (mod  (n)).

de  1 (mod (n))………… ………………………(3).

In other words, pick d such that de - 1 can be evenly
divided by (p- 1)(q-1)(s-1), the Phi, or (n).This is often
computed using the Extended Euclidean Algorithm,
since e and (n) are relatively prime and d is to be the
modular multiplicative inverse of e*d is kept as the
private key exponent. The public key has modulus n and
the public (or encryption) exponent e. The private key
has modulus n and the private (or decryption) exponent
d, which is kept secret [6]. The encryption equation is c
 me (mod n) and the decryption one is m  cd (mod n).

3.2. Proof
Algorithm

of

the

New

Approach

By definition of mods we can write (3) as
(n) | de - 1………………………………………….(8).
Since (n) = (p)(q) (s) only when p, q and s are
relatively prime, as in this case, we have
(n) = (p)(q) (s)
And by substitution into (8) we have [7].
(p)(q) (s) | de - 1.

RSA

By properties of divisors, we can write:
(p) | de - 1,

Given positive integers n, e, and d such that [7]:
n = pqs , where p , q and s are distinct
primes………..…...………………………..(1).
gcd
(e,
(n))
=
1………………………(2).
de  1 (mod (n))…………………………..(3).

(q) | de – 1,
(s) | de – 1
Where there must be an integer k such that:

Define the public and private key algorithms of a
message m to be respectively, for
0  m < n,
RSAPublic(m) = me mod n,…………………(4).
RSAPrivate(m)
=
md mod
n………………(5).

de - 1 = k (p).
Since p is prime, the Euler phi function states that
(p) = p - 1, so

Prove that

de - 1 = k(p - 1)………………… ……………….(9).

m =RSAPrivate (RSAPublic(m)), and that….(6).
m = RSAPublic (RSAPrivate(m))……………(7).

By the symmetric property of mods, we can write.
mde  mde (mod p)  mde - 1 + 1 (mod p)
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Which can also be written as?

By the modular property of symmetry, we can write.

mde  (mde - 1) * m (mod p)......... …………..............(10).

m  mde (mod n).........................…...................... (15)

Substituting (9) into (10), we obtain

Since we have limited m to 0  m < n, only one integer
will satisfy (15), and so

mde  (mk(p - 1)) * m (mod p)...... ………................... (11).

m = mde mod n..................................................... (16)
Since p is prime any integer m for (11) will be either.
1) Relatively prime to p or will

If we substitute equation (16) with our original equations
[45] we get:

2) Be a multiple of p.

RSAPrivate (RSAPublic(m)) = mde mod n, and

When

RSAPublic (RSAPrivate(m)) = mde mod n

1) m is relatively prime to p, Fermat's Little Theorem
states that [7]: mp - 1  1 (mod p).

We obtain, for 0  m < n,
RSAPrivate (RSAPublic(m)) = m, &

By properties of mods, we can write:

RSAPublic (RSAPrivate(m)) = m.

mk(p - 1)  1k (mod p), or
mk(p - 1)  1 (mod p)............................ ……...........(12).

4. ANALYSIS of the New Approach RSA
CRYPTOSYSTEM

By combining (11) and (12), we obtain:

The new approach RSA Cryptosystem requires the use
of a public key and a private key. Both these keys must
fulfill certain conditions to ensure the integrity of the
system. The following steps illustrate the key generation
algorithm for the proposed RSA [8]:

de

m  1 * m (mod p), or
mde  m (mod p)...........................…....................(13).
In the second case where

a. Choose three large prime numbers of approximately

2) m is a multiple of p, if p | m, then for any integer k p |
mk ].

the same size, namely p, q and s

de

From the properties of mods we can write: m  0 (mod
p),m  0 (mod p).

b. Compute the product of these three primes, n = pqs.

Thus we can write: mde  m (mod p). Therefore, for all
m,

c. Also, compute the value of (n) = (p-1)(q-1)(s-1).

mde  m (mod p) .....................…….....................(14)

d. Choose an integer e between 1 and (n) such that
gcd(e ,(n)) = 1.

and applying the same process for q and s we can write:
mde  m (mod q).

e. Finally, compute d whereby d = e-1 mod((n)).The

mde  m (mod s).

public key is (n , e) whereas the private key is (n , d).

By the modular property of congruence which states that
when m and n are relatively prime (as in our given
statements), a  b (mod m), and a b (mod n), then a 
b (mod mn), we can write [7].

COMPLEXITY FOR STEP a:
1. For selecting the first prime number p, the complexity
can be computed as the product of the number of
numbers to be tested for primarily and the complexity of
one primarily tests. Complexity of MILLER-RABIN

mde  m (mod pq)  m (mod n).
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givves the abbove mentiooned complexities so the
com
mplexity forr finding a prime number is O(s. (logg2p)3
.ln p) [8].

Taable 1: Encryp
ption And Deecryption By using Two Prrimes

2.S
Similarly for the second prime numbber q, complexity
is O
O(s. (log2q)3 .ln q).
4.S
Similarly for the third prrime numberr s, complexiity is
O(s
(s. (log2s)3 .lnn s).
OMPLEXITY
Y FOR STEP
P b:
CO
As step 2 involves only thee computatioon of n, which is
thee product of p , q and s. S
So the compllexity of stepp 2 is
O(l
(log2p. log2q. log2s ) binarry operationss.

Taable 2: Encrypttion And Decryyption By usingg Three Primees

Noow we will ccompare betw
ween the Enccryption tim
me
off the two algoorithms (2 & 3 primes) from the two
tabbles (1 & 2) aand you will notice resultts in Figure 11:

CO
OMPLEXITY
Y FOR STEP
P c:
Byy MODULA
AR-EXPONE
ENTIATION,, the complexity
forr the second part is (n)) -1. Therefoore complexity of
thee step 3 is [88]: O((log2(pp-1).(q-1) .(s--1))3. ((p-1).(q-1)
.(s--1)-1)).

Time Encrypt
3
2
2.5
2

Time Encryptt by 2
Primes

1
1.5

Time Encryptt by 3
Primes

1
0
0.5

CO
OMPLEXITY
Y FOR STEP
P d:

0
1

Thhe complexityy for step 4 is O(log2 (pp-1).(q-1) .(ss-1)+
gcdd(e, (p-1).(q--1) .(s-1))), as we know
w that e and (n)
aree prime to eacch other so ggcd( e , ( p - 1).(
1 q – 1 ) .((s-1))
= 11,and so com
mplexity is

2

4

3

5

6

7

8

9

10

Figure 11: Comparison of Encryption
n Time.

Figgure 2 show
ws the compaarison of thee Decryption time
forr the two allgorithms (22 & 3 primees) from thee two
tabbles (1 & 2).

O(((log2(log2 p-11).( log2q-1) .( log2s-1))3 + 1).
Time Decrypt

-3

origginal
s*10

5. Compaarison beetween the
t
Allgorithm and
a the moodified onee:


1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Time Decryptt By 2
Primes
Time Decryptt By 3
Primes

1

5.11. Encryption and Deccryption Tiime.
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Figurre 2: Comparison of Decryptiion Time.

Tabbles 1 & 2 show the Enccryption and decryption ttimes
forr the generateed public and private keyys that usingg two
prime numbers (Table 1)) and three prime num
mbers
(Taable 2).

Taable 3 show
ws the compparison betw
ween the two
alggorithms accoording to som
me criteria.

Table 3 show
ws the comparisson between taable1 and 2:
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Froom Table 3 we nootice that tthe processs
of encryption and decryptioon in the propposed methodd
aree faster thaan the origginal methhod by thee
appparent resultss.

d
grraphically. Figure
F
Figgures 3 and 4 show the differences
3 shows that the process of generatinng the key tto be
fasster in the pproposed m
method becauuse of the pprime
nuumbers valuess which conssisting variabble N are lesss than
thee values iin the oldd method. Therefore, the
muultiplication in the propposed methood is easierr and
fasster while in the original method is m
more complexx and
reqquires more time, and this explainns the speeed of
generating thee key in the proposed m
method. Figuure 4
shoows the diffference of thhe factoring ttime between the
oldd algorithm aand the enhannced one.

6. Second applicattion: (Geeneration &
Key, Comp
posed from
m 18
Faactorizatioon of The K
Diigits
Tabbles 4 and 5 show the keey generationn time in secconds
andd the key fa
factoring tim
me for the orriginal algorrithm
(Taable 4) and tthe enhancedd method (Taable 5) where the
vallue of N conssist from 18 digits.
d

Time Gen
nerate Key

Tab
ble 4: Generaation And Faactorization Key
K from 18 Digits
D
by 2 primes.

0.35
0.3

S

0.25

Time Generate KEy
K
By 2 Primes

0.2

Time Generater Key
K
By 3 Primes

0.15
0.1
0.05
0
1

2

3

4

F
Figure 3: Tim
me Generate K
Key

F
Figure 4: Tim
me Generate K
Key
Tab
ble 5: Generaation And Faactorization Key
K from 18 Digits
D
by 3 primes.

7. Conclussion

Tabble 6 shows a comparisonn for the keyy generation T
Time
andd key factoring time in the two algoorithms. Thee key
size is 18 digitss.

Thhe encryptionn system is tthe most impportant operaations
in the protecttion of infoormation annd data for the
hhave studied one
of thhe
encryyption
useers. We
systems that are very impportant and used
u
in the daily
livves, RSA S
System. Wee have studiied the strenngths
and weakness in
i the RSA algorithm.
a
W have focussed in
We
thiis paper on the analysiss process off the variablee n to

Tab
ble 6
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